Searching for Data

- By “Data Search” you can search the datasets available from SSJDA.
  Click “Data Search” button at the bottom of SSJDA Direct login page.

* SSJ Data Archive will suspend data use approval from July 30, 2015 through August 23, 2015, Japan time. Please apply for data use well in advance.
* Because the expiration date for undergraduate students is on 31 March (this month), applications submitted by undergraduate students in this March will be approved from next month.
* For undergraduate students, the period of use terminates on March 31 of the academic year for which the application is submitted. (2014/10/1)
* Permission to download is valid for 30 days after the day such permission is granted. To download data after this date, please re-apply for permission to download.
* When using the data for educational purposes, the data usage period is one year.
* Direct any questions to SSJDA-Direct at ssja-direct@iss.u-tokyo.ac.jp.

* Users who already have user IDs, log in here.

  user ID (e-mail address): 
  Password: 

  Log In

* New User Registration

  Create New Account

Data Search Output Search

Copyright © Institute of Social Science, The University of Tokyo. All rights reserved.
By entering keywords, you can retrieve datasets fit the keywords. (The following example is the result of free text retrieval by “life”.)

- **Full Text**: When a given word is included in the text of Abstract, Survey Title or Depositing Institution, appropriate datasets are retrieved.
- **Survey Title/Depositing Institution**: When a given word is included in the text of Survey Title or Depositing Institution, appropriate datasets are retrieved.
  - **Survey Year**: Datasets during a period entered are listed.
    - e.g.) 2000~2010: Survey data conducted from 2000 to 2010 are retrieved.
- **Topic/Keyword/Unit of Analysis**: When a certain topic, keyword or unit of analysis is selected, appropriate datasets are retrieved.
- **Undergraduate Student Use**: Narrowing survey datasets based on whether undergraduate students can apply for research.
- **For Educational Purposes**: Narrowing survey datasets based on whether applications for instructional purpose are available.
You can browse detail information about the data by clicking the survey no.

---

**Abstract**

**Survey Number** 0002  
**Survey Title** Jakunen rodosha no kyaria to gakushureki ni kansuru chosa, 1995  
**Depositor** Research Institute for Advancement of Living Standards  
**Restriction of Use** For detailed information, please refer to “For Data Users” at SSJDA website. - Apply to SSJDA. SSJDA’s approval required.  
**Instructional purpose** Only available for research.  
**Undergraduate students** not available  
**Data use permit period** One year  
**How to receive datasets** Download  
**Nesstar** not available  

**Summary**  
Striking technological innovations, changes in the industrial structure, the arrival of an age of longevity and the elderly, and women’s social advancement have all made it more likely to bring a mismatch between those who want to be employed and the employers, but these changes have also tended to increase opportunities for switching jobs on the part of the workers. In order to delineate issues which we will encounter in drawing a picture of an open, life-long educational society toward the twenty-first century, this survey was conducted clarifying young workers’ occupational careers, educational experiences along the careers, and the way they understand those experiences.  

**Universe**  
3,200 members in their 20s and 30s of Rengo-affiliated labor unions were surveyed under the cooperation of the parent union’s local chapters in Hokkaido, Tokyo, Nagano, Shizuoka, Toyama, Osaka, and Miyazaki as well as local JTUC-RIALS offices.  

**Unit of Observation** Individual  
**Sample Size** 1,369 effective responses from a sample of 3,200 union members (Rate of effective return: 42.8%)  
**Time Period** September, 1995  
**Spatial Unit** Hokkaido, Tokyo Metropolis, Osaka, and Nagano, Shizuoka, Toyama, and Miyazaki Prefectures
You can get questionnaires and frequency tables through Documentation in Abstract page.

You need to log in to SSJDA Direct to apply for data usage. See “Applying to Use Data” for detail.